Abstract. Consider a scalar stochastic differential equation with solution process X. We present a deterministic algorithm to approximate the marginal distribution of X at t = 1 by a discrete distribution, and hereby we get a deterministic quadrature rule for expectations E(f (X (1)). The construction of the algorithm is based on a derandomization of the Euler scheme. We provide a worst case analysis for the computational cost and the error, assuming that the coefficients of the equation have bounded derivatives up to order four and that the derivatives of f are polynomially bounded up to order four. In terms of the computational cost the error is almost of the order 2/3, if the diffusion coefficient is bounded away from zero, and in general we almost achieve the order 1/2.
Introduction
Consider a scalar autonomous stochastic differential equation ( 
1) dX(t) = a(X(t)) dt + b(X(t)) dW (t), t ∈ [0, 1],
with drift coefficient a : R → R and diffusion coefficient b : R → R, initial value x ∈ R, and driving Brownian motion W , and let S(x, a, b) = P X (1) denote the distribution of the solution X at time t = 1. We present an algorithm S that computes a discrete distribution
as an approximation to S(x, a, b), which obviously provides a quadrature formula ∫ 
t. S(x, a, b).
We roughly explain the construction of S(x, a, b) and discuss its properties in the case that b is bounded away from zero and, for simplicity, that x = 0. Then G = {y 1 , . . . , y N } is a set of equidistant nodes with center at zero and with spacing adjusted to N and to the minimum value of |b|. The corresponding weights c 1 , . . . , c N only depend on the values of the coefficients a and b at the nodes y i , and they are given by the distribution of a Markov chain with initial value x = 0 and state space G after approximately N 2−δ steps, where δ > 0 is a parameter of the algorithm. The transition probabilities of the Markov chain are obtained by applying a derandomization procedure to the respective Euler scheme with approximately N 2−δ equidistant steps in the interval [0, 1] . Hereby, an Euler step is replaced by a step on the discrete set G to at most 6 possible positions. Therefore the resulting transition matrix is sparse, and the total computational cost cost( S, (x, a, b)) to provide the nodes and the weights is proportional to N 3−δ . To define the error of S we consider the class (2) F(β) = {f ∈ C 4 (R) : |f ( ) (u)| ≤ 1 + |u| β , u ∈ R, = 1, . . . , 4}
of integrands with polynomially bounded derivatives up to order four, and we introduce a metric ρ on the set of all Borel probability measures on R with finite absolute moments of order β + 1 by
For the coefficients of the equation (1) we also impose smoothness assumptions and we perform a worst case analysis, too. We show that where the supremum is taken over all coefficients a and b that are four times continuously differentiable with bounded derivatives up to order four and over all initial values from a compact interval. The constant c only depends on β, the bounds for the derivatives of a and b, the bound on |x|, and on δ. Our algorithm S thus almost achieves the order 2/3 of convergence in terms of its total computational cost. The algorithm S is constructed in a similar way if the diffusion coefficient b is not bounded away from zero, but in this case we can only prove that the order of convergence in terms of the computational cost is almost 1/2, up to now.
We conclude the introduction by a discussion of our result. At first we relate the approximation problem for S(x, a, b) to integration on the real line or, more generally, on R d . Let µ denote a probability measure on R d with a Lebesgue density that satisfies suitable decay properties, and let F r (β) be defined analogously to (2) with polynomially bounded derivatives up to order r ∈ N. Suppose that the metric ρ is defined via (3) with
which follows from general results on weighted approximation and integration in [15, 16] . Moreover, if the density of µ is bounded away from zero on an open ball, then a matching lower bound holds for every N -point distribution on R d . In particular, for r = 4 and d = 1 we get the order 4 of convergence, which is substantially better than the order 2/3 or 1/2 as in our result. This gap is due to the following differences concerning the assumptions and the analysis. The construction of the weights that leads to (4) basically requires the density of µ to be explicitly known, while in our setting the distribution µ = S(x, a, b) is only given implicitly, and we only have access to function values of the coefficients a and b of the equation (1) . Moreover, we fully take into account the computational cost to construct µ N = S(x, a, b), while the estimate (4) only depends on the size N of the support of µ N .
In this sense we are not studying a quadrature problem but the construction of quadrature formulas. The latter is a non-linear problem, and standard techniques to derive lower bounds for the error in terms of the computational cost are less powerful in this setting. Actually, it seems to be challenging to close the gap between a lower bound of order 4 and our upper bound of order 2/3 or 1/2, respectively. In a different setting sharp upper and lower bounds for approximation of a marginal distribution of the solution of a stochastic differential equation have been obtained in [14] .
In the particular case of r = 1 and β = 0 the class F 1 (0) essentially is the class of Lipschitz continuous functions with Lipschitz constant bounded by one, and ρ essentially is a Wasserstein metric. Best approximation of a probability distribution µ on a separable metric space M by means of a discrete distribution µ N w.r.t. a Wasserstein metric is called quantization, and we refer to the monograph [6] for quantization on finite-dimensional spaces M and to the surveys [1, 13] for quantization on infinitedimensional spaces M. We stress again that, in the finite-dimensional case, the known deterministic constructions of good approximations µ N are not applicable in our setting, since the distribution of X(1) is only given implicitly and the Lebesgue density, if it exists at all, is unknown in general. However, probabilistic methods for quantization of implicitly given distributions have recently been introduced in [2] .
The situation is different if, instead of approximating a marginal distribution of a stochastic differential equation, we aim at the distribution on the path space, which constitutes an infinite-dimensional quantization problem. For scalar equations a fully constructive method for quantization is presented in [12] , and it achieves strong asymptotic optimality in terms of the number N of points (i.e., of paths), while the computational cost is essentially given by N .
Finally, let us consider the weak Euler scheme for equation (1) . Under the assumption of (polynomially) bounded derivatives up to order four of a, b and f , the bias of the Euler scheme is of the order 1 in terms of the number of equidistant time steps, see [7] , and balancing the number of steps and the number of replications the Monte Carlo Euler algorithm yields the order 1/3 in terms of the computational cost. This can be substantially improved to the order 1/2 by the multi-level technique, see [5] . We achieve this order, too, by means of a deterministic algorithm, and we even achieve the order 2/3 if the diffusion coefficient b is bounded away from zero.
Quadrature formulas on the Wiener space, which are based on paths of bounded variation and are exact for iterated integrals up to a fixed degree m, are introduced and further developed in [8, 9, 10, 11] . Here, finite-dimensional stochastic differential equations with smooth coefficients a and b are considered, and an approximation to the marginal distribution P X (1) of the solution X is obtained by iteratively solving a collection of ODEs on k non-equidistant time intervals. For Lipschitz continuous integrands an error bound of order k −(m−1)/2 is achieved. However, the number of ODEs to be solved grows polynomially in k, and the impact of this numerical task on the total computational cost of the method seems not to have been investigated in full detail so far.
We briefly outline the content of the paper. Our algorithm is presented in Section 2. In Section 3 we discuss the computational cost and the error of our method, and proofs are postponed to Section 4 and the Appendix.
The Algorithm
The algorithm depends on the parameters δ > 0, ε ∈ (0, 1], and m ∈ N. Put
and let
For x ∈ R and a, b : R → R the algorithm yields a discrete distribution that is concentrated on the set G∪{x}. The computation of the corresponding weights involves a transition matrix Q = (q y, y ) y, y∈G∪{x} on the state space G ∪ {x}, which is defined as follows. For y ∈ R we put
as well as
Clearly, z y corresponds to an Euler step of length m −1 for the deterministic counterpart of (1), andz y essentially is a projection of z y onto G. Note that 0 ≤ u y < 1 for every y ∈ R. For the definition of q y, y we distinguish three cases, given by
The points y ∈ G 1 , where z y is close to the extremal points ±J · d of G, are absorbing states, i.e.,
For y ∈ G 2 the diffusion is small andz y ,z y − d ∈ G, and we define
Finally, we consider the case y ∈ G 3 of states with a large diffusion. We put
We compute the probability vector ((Q m ) x,y ) y∈G∪{x} , which specifies the discrete distribution
In different terms, the distribution S(x, a, b) of the solution of (1) at time t = 1 is approximated by the m-step transition probability of a homogeneous Markov chain with state space G ∪ {x}, initial value x, and transition matrix Q.
Analysis of Cost and Error
Throughout the following we use c, c(K), . . . to denote unspecified positive constants, which only depend on the parameters specified inside the brackets.
We first discuss the computational cost of the method S δ,ε,m . For a given input (x, a, b) we consider
• the number # coeff of evaluations of the drift or diffusion coefficient a or b, respectively, and • the number # op of arithmetical operations needed to compute the approximation S δ,ε,m (x, a, b), and we define the computational cost of S δ,ε,m for (x, a, b) by
Proof. At most 2J + 2 evaluations of a and b and at most c · J arithmetical operations are needed to compute all non-zero transition probabilities q y, y together with their respective positions in the transition matrix Q. Clearly, there are at most 6(2J +2) nonzero entries of Q and therefore at most 12(2J + 2) arithmetical operations are needed to compute v T · Q for any vector v. Consequently, at most m · 12(2J + 2) arithmetical operations are needed to compute all m-step transition probabilities (Q m ) x,y . Summing up, we obtain
as claimed.
Note that the cost of S δ,ε,m for (x, a, b) is much larger than the size of the support of S δ,ε,m (x, a, b), which is bounded by c · ε
. The cost to actually apply the quadrature formula induced by S δ,ε,m (x, a, b) is therefore dominated by the cost to compute the weights.
We turn to the analysis of the error. Recall that the underlying metric ρ has already been defined by (2) and (3). To specify the smoothness assumption on the coefficients of the equation (1) we define
for K > 0, and we suppose that a, b ∈ H(K). Clearly, h ∈ H(K) if and only if
as well as 
of inputs (x, a, b) as well as the subset
for ε ∈ (0, 1], which corresponds to a non-degeneracy constraint on the coefficient b.
The worst case cost and the worst case error of S δ,ε,m on I are defined by 
for all m ∈ N and δ > 0.
Proofs
Throughout this section we fix δ > 0, ε ∈ (0, 1], m ∈ N, as well as L, K > 0, and we assume that
We refer to Section 2 for the definition of the corresponding terms
y , q y, y , and Q. Furthermore, we write X x instead of X for the solution of (1) to stress the dependence on the initial value x.
Let Z denote a standard normal variable. For every y ∈ R we put
which corresponds to an Euler step of length m −1 for the equation (1), starting at y. We define Λ
for p ∈ N in order to compare moments of the solution and the Euler scheme.
Lemma 2. We have
for all y ∈ R and p = 1, 2, 3.
Proof. Put
and let q ∈ N. Use property (7) of a and Lemma 8 from the Appendix to get
Employ the Burkholder-Davis-Gundy inequality, properties (6) and (7) of b as well as Lemma 8 to obtain
We first treat the case p = 1. Clearly,
|E(a(X y (s)) − a(y))| ds.
Since a ∈ H(K) we have
for every s ≥ 0. By Lemma 8 and property (6) of a we have
Next, we consider the case p = 2. Employing the estimates (8) and (10) we obtain
and therefore,
for every z ∈ R. Using (11) and Lemma 8, we conclude
Finally, we consider the case p = 3. We have
Use (8) and (10) to derive
. Hence, by (9),
and completes the proof of the lemma.
Consider a homogeneous Markov chain Y = (Y ) ∈N 0 with state space G ∪ {x}, initial value x and transition matrix Q, and let Z y denote a real-valued random variable with
for y ∈ G ∪ {x}, which corresponds to a single step of the Markov chain Y starting from y. We define ∆
for p ∈ N in order to compare moments of the Markov chain and the Euler scheme.
Lemma 3. We have
(ii) ∆
(1)
Proof. Let y ∈ G 1 and p ∈ {1, 2, 3}. Then P( Z y = y) = 1 and therefore
We will show that
Combining (12) with (13) yields
for every r ∈ N, which implies (i). It remains to derive (13) . By definition of J and k y we have
for every y ∈ G ∪ {x}. Clearly, (14) implies (13) for all y with J − k y ≤ 0. On the other hand, J − k y ≥ 0 together with y ∈ G 1 imply
and using (14) we obtain (13) again. Next, assume y ∈ G 2 . Consider a real-valued random variable U with
Then Z y − z y and U are identically distributed, and, consequently,
We have
and therefore ∆
which completes the proof of (ii). Finally, we turn to the case y ∈ G 3 . Consider a random vector (U, V ), where U satisfies (15) and the distribution of V is specified by P(
Then Z y − z y and U + V are identically distributed, and therefore
Clearly, E(V |U ) = E(V 3 |U ) = 0, which implies
Furthermore, straightforward calculations yield
Use (16) to (20) to conclude E(U + V ) = 0 as well as
which finishes the proof of (iii).
We estimate the length of a single step of the Markov chain.
Lemma 4. With probability one,
where ν = 1 for y ∈ G 1 and ν = 1/2 otherwise.
Proof. By definition of the transition probabilities we have
almost surely, if y ∈ G 1 , and
It remains to apply property (7) of a and b.
We provide a uniform bound for the moments of the chain Y up to the m-th step.
Lemma 5. For every
Assume we have shown that
follows from (21) and (22), and Gronwall's inequality yields the statement of the lemma. It remains to prove the bound (22) .
follows from Lemma 3, and therefore
By Lemma 4 we have
for = 2, . . . , 2p, which completes the proof of (22) .
Fix β > 0 in the sequel. Put
and define a semigroup of linear operators
see Lemma 11 in the Appendix. Thus P t P s = P t+s and
for f ∈ F ∞ (β). In the sequel, we use
to denote the restriction of a function f : R → R to the state space G ∪ {x} of the Markov chain Y . Clearly,
for all 1 , 2 ∈ N 0 , and in particular,
Moreover, we have
for every y ∈ G ∪ {x}, and hereby we approximate P m −1 f on G ∪ {x}.
where
Proof. By definition of P t and (26),
Since f ∈ C 4 (R) we have
for p = 1, 2, 3, and
Let p ∈ {1, 2, 3}. Since f ∈ F M (β) and a ∈ H(K) we have
Furthermore, using Lemma 2 and Lemma 3 with r = 2, we get
.
Next, we estimate ρ. Use (27) to obtain
for every z ∈ R. Hence,
Employing Lemma 4 as well as (29) and Lemma 5 in the Appendix we conclude
which finishes the proof of the lemma.
Finally, we estimate the error of the quadrature rule provided by S δ,ε,m (x, a, b) on the class F M (β).
Proof. Let f ∈ F M (β) and put
with M = c(M, K, β), due to Lemma 11 in the Appendix. Clearly,
Let ∈ {1, . . . , m}. By (26) we get
and, employing Lemma 6 as well as Lemma 5, we conclude that
which implies the statement of the lemma.
Observe ( In this section we consider equation (1) 
